




1st DIVL.PNM ITEMS - 2023 

1. Construction of boundary/compound wall to SSE/ELG/KRDL & 

JE/ELG/BCHL office buildings:- 

Valuable Electrical store items like cables, generators and 

miscellaneous items are kept in and around the office premises. The 
premises are theft prone area and many times thefts were occurred. 

Previously barbed wire fencing either damaged or cut by the thieves. So this 

Union urges to provide boundary wall so that valuable railway property can 
be protected. 
 

2. Extra HK Assistants for medical department at KRDL & BCHL:-  
 

KRDL & BCHL stations are the major railway colonies over KK line. 

Due to lack of house-keeping Assistants, colonies are not maintained 

cleanliness due to which water is being stagnated in the drainages resulting 

in increasing of malaria, dengue and typhoid cases to the residents. 

Hence this union requests the administration to increase the staff 

strength for cleanliness of colonies at BCHL and KRDL. 

3. RO water supply for DBF station:-  
 

At Dabpal station more than 50 staff along with their families are 

residing. Due water problems staff are suffering with water borne diseases 

like jaundice, typhoid. Hence it is requested to provide potable water at DBF 

station . 
 

4. Payment of OT and breakdown allowance to RC & PSI staff:- 
 

After merging of PSI staff with OHE staff, the payment of OT and breakdown 
allowance is being denied to PSI & RC staff. Hence this union requests the 
administration for payment of above allowances to PSI & RC staff also along with 

OHE staff. 
 

5. Construction of boundary wall and applying white wash to the 

railway quarters of KRPU:-  

 Boundary walls are not provided to the quarters of KRPU station and 

white wash is not being done for the last several years. Hence this union 

requests the administration to provide boundary wall and applying white 

wash to the railway quarters of KRPU. 

6. Merging of Type -I quarters of KRPU:- 
 

It is requested to the administration to merge type-I quarters of KRPU 
to make them either type -II or type-III as per the railway board guide lines 

as is being done in VSKP . 

 



7. Provision of water and electricity supply to the Gang huts over 
RV Line:- 

Gang huts are constructed between GTLM to KMX station and 

DNV to LDX station over R-V line without providing water and 
electricity supply  resulting which their usage nullified. Hence this 

union requests the administration to provide water and electricity 

supply to those gang huts for immediate usage 

 
8. Visiting of doctors at PVP and VBL stations:- 

a) The employees and their family members are not getting health 

benefits at PVP and VBL stations as they are being compelled to take leave. 
 This union requests the administration to nominate a doctor weekly either 

from RGDA or from VZM in the interest of family welfare of the employees.  

 
9. Shifting of quarters away from railway line at GMDA station:- 

    

At GMDA station, the 3rd line is just passing mere 20 mts away from 
quarters which is unsafe as well as impossible to habitat in such a pitiable 

condition. 

  So, this union requests the administration to take necessary steps to 

shift the quarters. 
 

10.  Changing of classification of L.C. no 332 over R-V line :- 

 
The L.C no 332 over RV Line is having TVU of 99,000. But still it 

is classified as class "C" instead of class "A" and GKs are doing 12 hrs duty 

instead of 8 hrs. 
This Union urges the administration to upgrade the above LC gate 

immediately. 

 
 

11. Provision of Bonus KMA(160 km)in SCMN KIOSK:- 

 

Bonus KMA of 160km option not available in SCMN kiosk while 
working double siding. Where as in MIPM the same is available. We demand 

that option must be incorporated at SCMN lobby also. 

 
12. Leave issues of crew and Train Managers:- 

 

a) The system of NOT TO BOOK for OT control is not a foolproof method. 
Now the staff are being kept in NTB after taking position upto 16: 00 hrs. 

Again NTB will be reviewed after CTCC comes at 9:00 hrs. Mean while 

staff signing off after that are being booked even though they got higher 
hours of working than those kept in NTB. we suggest that on-duty CC 

shall do booking as per OTC to maintain uniformity and plug the 

leakage. More over as per electrical manual crew beat and turn of 
running staff shall be transparent so that staff can check any wrong 

doing and favouritism done by booking clerks. 

 

b) when the rest hours are not cleared before 12:00 noon, leave may not be 
applied for that day as per CMS provision. If any staff applied leave or 



got pre sanctioned leave on the next day, lobby incharge insisting leave 
for preceding rest day too. If party asked about the provision they are 

serving call book out of turn and keeping him in absent then converting 

it to leave on next day. This circumvention of rule may be stopped unless 
there is an administrative exigency. 

 

c) Grievance register should be kept in open at booking office and available 

to crew at any time. Now it is being given on demand only. 
 

13.  Recalculation of territorial jurisdiction and working of Vande   

 Bharat Train :- 
 

Recently a letter written from respected GM/ SCR about 

territorial jurisdiction for inter zonal train working. We are appraising 
the administration as that calculation is not right. That calculation 

was done on taking BZA crew point. But as per the provision, route 

km percentage shall be calculated taking RJY as it is the next crew 
point after VSKP. So we demand for proper calculation and additional 

trains may be given as per the right ratio. 

Meanwhile the staff of VSKP have a suggestion. Now 

RATNACHAL / RATNACHAL link is a little bit tight for WAT crew. If 
the link is modified as follows ie VANDE BHARAT from VSKP to BZA 

and RATNACHAL from BZA to VSKP to be given to WAT crew and 

VANDE BHARAT from BZA to VSKP and RATNACHAL from VSKP to 
BZA to be given to BZA crew is a good solution. We request the 

administration to prepare the link as said above.  

 
14. Relieving allowance to LP(S):- 

 

As per the earlier agreement with the both the unions, LP( s) were sent 
to out station without relieving allowance. But due to recent developments 

new selection may not be initiated by the administration in near future and 

the transfer order of 36 members got stayed by CAT/ HYD we demand that 

relieving allowance shall be paid to LP(s) working at out station on rotation 
basis till a solution is arrived. 

 

15. VZM running room review:  
 

Recently LP(G) promotions were given and AUTO signalling system 

also commenced. So conduct a review of VZM R/ Room and crew sanction 
may be increased at VZM lobby as agreed earlier. 

 

16. Implementation of divisional seniority instead of sub divisional 
seniority for the selection of TM-I in WAT division:- 

 

Selection process for TM-II to TM-I is being conducted in different 
dates among the different sub divisions due to the administrative reasons. 

Hence seniors are losing their seniority at the time of JE selection. Hence 

this union requests the administration to maintain divisional seniority for 

the selection of TM-II to TM-I. 
 



17. Provision of Scooter stand for the staff working at RGDA station 
building:- 

The staff of different departments at RGDA station building are facing 

trouble to park their vehicles . Hence this union urges the administration to 
construct a scooter stand at RGDA station building. 

 

18. Provision of C&W and Train lighting staff at GNPR:-  

It is requested to the administration to provide C&W and Train 
lighting staff at GNPR with the increased activities of C&W With the 

increased number of trains. 

 
19. Provision of rest room for gang no.18 at NML:- 

This union urges the administration to provide rest room for gang 

no.18 at NML for the resting facilities of trackmen. 
 

20. Implementing 5 days roster to the chowkidars 

of  SSE(P)/CPP  and RG GK  over Mainline:- 
 

There are four gates under CHE sub division with 12 hours essentially 

intermittent roster where the RG GK who are performing day and night 

duties are being compensated with single rest only making them to work in 
respective DTM's for the remaining two days for which necessary action to 

be initiated as per the abide rules. There are 3 chowkidars posted 

at  SSE(P)CPP. Each one working four days and seven nights availing single 
rest after day duty as well as night duty for which revised roster may be 

issued as per the existing establishment rules. 

 
21. Effecting of MACP in respect of Sri V. Srinivasa Rao/TECH-III/ELS:- 

This union requests the administration to effect  MACP to Sri V. Srinivasa 

Rao/TECH-III/ELS which is due from 2019. 
 

22. Payment of contingency bills:- 

As per the orders of Sr. DME/VSKP, the C&W staff of VSPS are attending 

duties at GPL & NTPC sidings to rectify the wagon repairs. The contingency 
bills are not being passed in the accounts department even though the bills 

are being forwarded through proper channel. Hence this union requests the 

administration to arrange necessary payment of contingency bills to the 
employees. 

 

23. Removing of debris between old and new ROH sheds/VSPS and 
construction of concrete road:- 

 

After the construction of new ROH shed, the debris is being dumped 
between old and new ROH sheds/VSPS. The staff are facing problems to 

move between these sheds due to this debris. So, this union urges the 

administration to remove debris and to construct concrete pathway between 
these sheds for easy movement of the staff. 

 

 

 
 



24. Pin-Pointed of Vacancies In Commercial Department  and Ticket 
Checking Staff In Particular:-            

 It is observed that employees are  posted in different stations of  

Waltair divisions  beyond the sanctioned strength  of such cadre and grade, 
Ticket Collectors are retained at Vishakhapatnam and made to work in lines 

whereas seniors are made to work at stations and  their transfer request are 

pending in ECRC categories ECRC are made to work in booking office and 

parcel office without any training moreover they are not multi-tasking staff 
unlike employees recruited after 02/2018. 

so it is requested to provide exact pinpointed sanctioned cadre grade 

wise for all stations in  Waltair division for Ticket Checking, Booking , Goods 
And Reservation and actual postings in different earmarked stations and 

bases. 

 
25. Infringement of Rest for TTEs: 

 

       There are number of instances where ticket checking  staff 
arrival  schedule is after 22:00 hrs   before the day of rest, and  train gets 

delayed and arrives on the day of rest . on such occasions staff  is being 

denied CR , hence our union requests a proper guidelines may be 

provided  under such circumstances whether he is eligible for CR when his 
due rest is infringed. 

  

 
26.  Separate wash rooms for female employees working in parcel 

office of Vishakhapatnam. 

 
                   A separate wash room may be earmarked for female employees 

of VSKP parcel office as there are about six female employees posted. There 

is a separate washroom which can be earmarked for them, but that needs 
some repairs and water connection, if that room is arranged, it can be a big 

relief from embarrassment from sharing same washroom with 

male colleagues.  

 
27. Restroom for TTE at BHUBANESHWAR:- 

          As station up-gradation work has started in Bhubaneswar  and 

old  rest  room dismantled  and our Sr.DCM sir has taken initiative to 
arrange rest room at khurda Rd, there are three trains that are manned 

from and up to BBS I.e. 22820/19,11019/20 and 17016/15 among 

these  22820 and 11019  scheduled to  reach Bhubaneswar   at 23:45 hrs. 
and 23:20 hrs. and returning to khurda Rd again from BBS is very hectic 

and their  link programmed is to connect next day  22819/17015, scheduled 

to   depart at   08:15(22819) and 08:45 (17015). This will also lead to long 
working hours. So it is requested to arrange a six bedded restroom at BBS 

for staff manning these three trains. 

 
28. Issues of New Coaching Complex/WAT: 

  

a) Rest room for train lighting staff at Platform :- The train lighting 

staff working at station are suffering a lot due to lack of Rest Room. 
More than 10 people will work per shift along with equipment and 



materials which also to be kept in safe custody. As such this union 
urges to provide rest room immediately. 

 

b) Extension of two wheeler parking: The existing two wheeler shed is 
unable to augment the two wheelers of the staff of NCC/WAT. Hence 

it is urged to extend the existing parking place with lighting 

arrangement. 

 
c) Drinking Water facility to GPT end of NCC/WAT:- The existing tap 

connection is at extreme far away at VSKP end which became distant 

for the staff working in the middle or at GPT end. Hence this union 
urges to provide two more taps, one at the middle of the NCC work 

shop and the other at the GPT end.  

 
 

29. Provision of Stencil type route Indicator at VZM:  

 
At  VZM yard, the Stencil Type Route Indicator should be provided to 

the home signal for Down trains to establish the direction of traffic either to 

RV line or Main line to avoid confusion on admission for through DN trains. 

So that the movement of trains, without detention in yards is possible. At 
present, some trains were diverted to main line with the decision taken by 

controllers at eleventh hour, causing much tension among loco pilots and 

station masters at VZM. Sometimes, during rainy or train with single loco 
drawn excess loads, will lead to stalling and other safety related issues. 

Hence this union request the administration to provide Stencil Type Route 

indicators as RV/ML on the down home signal at VZM in view of safety 
 

30. Covering of Open Wagons with Tarpaulins loaded with bulk loose 

raw materials:  
 

The Railway board has issued letters vide No. TCR/1057/2018/02 

Dt.30-09-2019 and No. 2015/EnHM/15-01, Dt.16-04-2018 & Rates 

Circular No. 27 of 2016 Dt.23-10-2016, after analysing so many factors 
like Rising dust from wagons and engulfed the coaching trains, 

platforms, station premises ultimately causing illness to passengers and 

safety besides effecting national environmental policy and Swatch 
Bharat. Initially the administration has implemented at ports and 

loading points as per RB Guide lines. But later on the policy seems to be 

neglected. All the freight traffic departed from loading points are running 
without tarpaulin covers, stating irrelevant reasons, while demanding 

the same.  Hence this union requests the administration look in to the 

matter and issue suitable orders for implementation of the RB orders 
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